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owing to its popularity, we are looking to explore opportunities that may evolve in this space and we believe the best way to do this is by creating a healthy ecosystem of ott
apps and a single consolidated platform. we believe we have created such a platform in tata sky binge and are now ready to take our business to the next level by building
our own ott apps through an ecosystem with our ott partners. at rs 250, a month, it is a one-stop solution for all your ott needs. you can access content from all tata sky ott
apps (including pay tv apps) through a single platform, a single subscription and a single account. the tata sky binge+ is primarily a tv aggregation app which allows you to

access content from all tata sky ott apps (including pay tv apps) through a single platform, a single subscription and a single account. users can also use the app as a tv
guide, search content, watch video content online, read reviews, share content and use voice search. users can also view the live and recorded tv channels on your

mobile/tablet and use the app as a remote control. tata sky binge+ is a hybrid set-top box that comes bundled with a smart tv. the box allows you to stream live tv from
channels like zee, sony, star plus and star world. it will also let you stream your favourite shows and movies on apps like hotstar, sony liv, voot, voot kids, eros now, hungama
play and shemaroome. the tata sky binge+ works as a normal set-top box for normal tv and ott apps. the big advantage is that you don’t have to pay for the other boxes that

are required to stream live tv. the zee tv app is particularly good and lets you watch live tv as well as on-demand content on your tv. the interface is quite easy to use, and
the design of the box is quite simplistic. it’s like a kid’s toy box.
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“the new fair usage policy will apply to all new broadband plans that will be introduced by tata sky. in addition, the policy will also be applicable to the existing unlimited
broadband plans. we will also have a major announcement in this regard in the next few days,” the company says. tata sky superfast plus is the most expensive prepaid
broadband plan offered by the company. it offers consumers free voice calls, unlimited smses and 100gb data at 4mbps speed. the company, however, is not providing

unlimited voice calls. tata sky has added a new offer in its home of dth services. tata sky has established an annual offer of rs. six99 for three years for airtel digital
television, tata sky and videocon d2h customers. the new offer allows the customers to avail the benefits of all the three services such as talktime, data, and dth for the

period of 3 years at rs. six99 per annum. the offer is valid for 3 years and is valid from april 2015 onwards. tata sky has launched a modified version of android tvbox called
the tata sky edition of the amazon firestick. the tata sky edition of the amazon firestick will be out in april, and will cost rs. 249 and will be offered in limited numbers. the

tata sky edition of the amazon firestick will enable users to access the services of tata sky and other ott platforms like youtube. the tata sky edition of the amazon firestick
will be available in limited numbers. the offer will only be available at select stores in mumbai and in delhi. the tata sky edition of the amazon firestick will be loaded with

several content from tata sky and other ott platforms. 5ec8ef588b
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